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The Tax Working Group finds in favour of including more capital income
within the taxable base. This shouldn’t impact company profitability and
may actually favour nearer term Listed Property company earnings given
the re-introduction of building depreciation. It would reduce returns from
Australasian equites for NZ investors but given the marginal price setter
for NZ equities are foreigner investors (who are not subject to the tax) we
wouldn’t anticipate any significant valuation impacts.
Taxation of capital income favoured
The Tax Working Group (TWG) has published its interim report. While final
recommendations are still to be made the TWG appears to favour extending the
tax net to include gains on assets that are not already taxed, specifically
taxation of gains in:


Land and property (other than the family home)



Intangible property, including goodwill



All other assets held by a business or for income producing purposes that
are not already taxed on sale (such as plant and equipment)



Shares in companies and other equity interests

The final recommendations won’t be tabled until the Final Report in February
2019 but including more capital income into the taxable base appears to be
favoured.
The TWG’s estimates of income from imposing capital gains from realisation,
however, appear minimal. Compared to the 2016/17 tax revenue of $76bn the
incremental tax revenue is a mere ~+1% in year 2 and ~8% in year 10.
Figure 1. Projected revenue from taxing capital gains on realisation
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Source: Interim report Tax Working Group

Part of the reason is the tax would not be retrospective, rather based on gains
after a valuation date. Weighed against the costs, the gains appear small so
final implementation may not eventuate.
The costs, however, are mostly borne by the private sector hence this may be of
less concern. That said, the projected revenue suggests implementation
wouldn’t be before 2021 and after the scheduled general election which must be
held before 21 November 2020. This would be in line with the Government’s
pledge not to introduce any new taxes in this term.
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Capital income tax favoured
The TWG is still forming its views on the best approach towards extending the taxation of
capital income and acknowledges there are significant advantages and disadvantages
that need to be considered. This will be done before the Final Report (February 2019).
Favoured structures so far seem to be as follows:


The capital gains would be taxed as income and therefore at the marginal tax rate



A valuation is still to be set but the tax is not expected to be retrospective



Capital losses wouldn’t be paid out as cash, rather carried forwarded. There appears
to be ring fencing, however, with these losses only able to be used against same
asset class gains



Inflation indexing cost appears to be out of contention



Retirement savings implications were reviewed as investment returns would be
impacted by any capital gains tax. The solution favoured appears to be for the lower
rates in variable rate PIE’s to be lowered by 5% (Kiwisaver funds) as well as other
concessions for low income earners such as the removal of the employer
superannuation contribution tax. This would neutralise the impact for lower income
groups



Foreign owners of listed equities would not be caught by the tax. Foreign ownership
represents nearly half the free float of the NZ equity market and as they are the
marginal buyers of the NZ market we wouldn’t anticipate a change in market
valuation

Still some time before any implementation
The Government pledged no new taxes in its first term. Technically this could be couched
as not a new tax — rather an extension of what could be deemed as income, however,
we do not expect any implementation until post the 2020 election.
Firstly, recommendations won’t be finalised until the February 2019 Final Report. The
Government then needs to consider these, draft legislation, and then get this passed.
In the documentation, the first year for the tax to apply appears to be viewed as 2021/22.
Legislated changes would, therefore, need to be in place before 31 March 2021,
approximately two years after the Final report.
The last possible date for the next general election to be held is Saturday, 21 November
2020. This implies any introduction wouldn’t be until after the 2020 general election.
Implications
If passed the introduction would pose a number of unintended consequences:


Reduces the investment advantage of Australian equity investments vs. international
and therefore potentially redirects investment flows more internationally



The imputation system to avoid double-taxation is recommended to stay in place.
The benefit of distributions from NZ corporates, therefore, remains but the change
could incentivise corporates to favour higher dividends rather than seeking
investment and expansion

Other outcomes from TWG


No change to business tax rates are recommended



No changes to GST rates or coverage are recommended



A financial transaction tax was ruled out



The door is open on Sugar, Congestion and additional Gaming taxes, albeit the
government policy needs to be articulated first before the appropriate structures
could be considered.
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Not personalised financial advice: The recommendations and opinions in this publication do not take into account your personal financial situation or
investment goals. The financial products referred to in this publication may not be suitable for you. If you wish to receive personalised financial advice,
please contact your Forsyth Barr Investment Advisor. The value of financial products may go up and down and investors may not get back the full (or any)
amount invested. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance. Disclosure statements for Forsyth Barr Investment Advisors are
available on request and free of charge. Disclosure: Forsyth Barr Limited and its related companies (and their respective directors, officers, agents and
employees) (“Forsyth Barr”) may have long or short positions or otherwise have interests in the financial products referred to in this publication, and may
be directors or officers of, and/or provide (or be intending to provide) investment banking or other services to, the issuer of those financial products (and
may receive fees for so acting). Forsyth Barr is not a registered bank within the meaning of the Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act 1989. Forsyth Barr may
buy or sell financial products as principal or agent, and in doing so may undertake transactions that are not consistent with any recommendations contained
in this publication. Forsyth Barr confirms no inducement has been accepted from the researched entity, whether pecuniary or otherwise, in connection with
making any recommendation contained in this publication. Analyst Disclosure Statement: In preparing this publication the analyst(s) may or may not
have a threshold interest in the financial products referred to in this publication. For these purposes a threshold interest is defined as being a holder of more
than $50,000 in value or 1% of the financial products on issue, whichever is the lesser. In preparing this publication, non-financial assistance (for example,
access to staff or information) may have been provided by the entity being researched. Disclaimer: This publication has been prepared in good faith based
on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable and accurate. However, that information has not been independently verified or investigated by
Forsyth Barr. Forsyth Barr does not make any representation or warranty (express or implied) that the information in this publication is accurate or
complete, and, to the maximum extent permitted by law, excludes and disclaims any liability (including in negligence) for any loss which may be incurred by
any person acting or relying upon any information, analysis, opinion or recommendation in this publication. Forsyth Barr does not undertake to keep
current this publication; any opinions or recommendations may change without notice. Any analyses or valuations will typically be based on numerous
assumptions; different assumptions may yield materially different results. Nothing in this publication should be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any
financial product, or to engage in or refrain from doing so, or to engage in any other transaction. Other Forsyth Barr business units may hold views different
from those in this publication; any such views will generally not be brought to your attention. This publication is not intended to be distributed or made
available to any person in any jurisdiction where doing so would constitute a breach of any applicable laws or regulations or would subject Forsyth Barr to
any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. Terms of use: Copyright Forsyth Barr Limited. You may not redistribute, copy, revise,
amend, create a derivative work from, extract data from, or otherwise commercially exploit this publication in any way. By accessing this publication via an
electronic platform, you agree that the platform provider may provide Forsyth Barr with information on your readership of the publications available through
that platform.
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